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Hello and thank you for downloading my #quadphilosophy guide book! 

For those who need a good starting point for playing quads, here are my top 5 
most viewed #quadphilosphy videos as seen on my @karldrumtech instagram 

page, complete with video links and in depth descriptions from an 
experienced quad player/marching percussionist with over 16 years of 

teaching experience. I now invite you to take sneak peak into my personal 
drumming philosophy.  But before that, if you are new to quads, let’s go over a 

Now, the pic above is meant to show you how the drums are designated.  
When you look at a piece of Music Notation, here is how you would find those 

drums are on the staff: 

So for example, if you see a note where it says “spock,” you would hit the 
spock, (if your drum has two spocks you would hit the highest pitch spock if 
you see a note above where it says “spocks”), if you see a note where it says 

“1”, you’ll hit drum 1, etc…
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Ok, let me know clue you in one one more piece of notation you should know 
about, especially as is pertains to quads and the kind of notations you’ll see in 

this guidebook:

If you a note head that looks like this, you’ll be doing a “cross 
over.”   What’s that you ask?  That just means one hand/stick will 

be crossing over the other.

How do you know which hand/stick crosses over?  It’s simple!  If you see a 
right handed sticking, then your right hand will cross over your left hand.  If you 
have a left handed sticking, your left hand will cross over your right hand.  Got 

it?  Easy huh?

So if you are playing a right cross, right over left looks like this:



Alright you are now ready to dive into this book!  Let’s begin shall we?

And finally, you’ll be hearing me talk about neighbor drums.  This is what I 
mean:

Drum 2 and Drum 1 are neighbors.  Drum 1 
and Drum 3 are neighbors.  Drum 2 and 

Drum 3 are not….they’re the house down the 
street

Drum 4 and Drum 2 are neighbors and 
again, Drum 2 and Drum 1 are neighbors.  
Drum 4 and Drum 1 are not…they’re also 

down the street

And no, Drum 4 and Drum 3 are not neighbors because they’re on a 
different street, but the “spocks” are everyone’s neighbor :D

If you are playing a left cross, left over right looks like this:



It’s pretty interesting that this video is the most watched video on my Instagram page.  
There’s definitely a high demand for basic information and of course I am more than happy 
to oblige.  Make sure to watch the video FIRST, but if you are a beginning quad player, the 
premise of an around that goes from one neighbor drum to another for a warmup like 8s is 
the most basic concept for playing quad arounds: whatever your hands feel while playing 

on one drum, should feel similar to playing on multiple drums.  In order to grasp this 
concept, first start by going from one neighbor drum to another.  Even if you are an 

advanced quad player, why have a complicated around?  It’s 8 on a hand; you’re supposed 
to warm up and get the blood flowing, not try to win “best quad player in the world” award.

BASIC AROUNDS FOR 8S = BASIC AROUNDS 
18,741 views on Instagram (watch HERE)
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So, if you understand how the ledger lines corresponds to the drums 
on the quads, then the 1st around in the video is notated as such:

Here’s the second around I demonstrated in the video.  As I mentioned, 
check out how it moves from one “neighbor drum” to another:

And finally, as I mentioned, playing 8s or getting a feel for basic 
around concepts should not entail arounds that are hard as poop:

Don’t try stuff like this and if you’re already doing 
it…for the love of everything holy: Stop it!



Prepping for Quads is a necessity when dealing with multiple drums.  For example, let’s say 
you just played a note on Drum 1 and then you rest for two counts before playing again on 

Drum 4.  After you play on Drum 1, you can either just leave your sticks over Drum 1 and 
then move your sticks right before you play on Drum 4 or you can prep your sticks into 

playing position just above Drum 4 one count before you play IN TEMPO (which has the 
added benefit of subdividing your rests). Either is fine technically, but let’s say you have one 
other quad player playing with you and you choose to move right before you play, but your 
buddy preps one count before.  Uh oh…yea, quite an awkward situation you have just found 

yourself in there and it might even negatively affect your friendship.  To avoid this, make 
sure you work this out between all players for consistency and to develop an organized look 

between all players.  Oh and watch the Video HERE for more context.

PREP YOUR WAY TO SUCCESS 
14,350 views on Instagram (watch HERE)
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Check out the parts I played in the Video.  The red box indicates 
exactly when and where you want to prep after the release:

The alternate prep is to just move back to set position over drums 1 and 
2 IMMEDIATELY (not in time) after you play.  The red box shows when 

your sticks should be over the set position:

Remember that this is a matter of choice.  Decide which prep you 
want use between all the quad players in your line.  You can decide 

from there if you want to prep right before you play or if you want to 
just go back to set position ever time.  Also, may I suggest that 
whatever approach you choose, make it consistent for an entire 

season.  The key is to have a uniform approach in order to achieve a 
nice clean look!

Friendships are at stake here!



I posted this video HERE initially to break down how to think about the Rudiment “Egg 
Beaters” since they are usually grouped as fivelets.  Then I thought, to give value to my 
Quad Peoples, why don’t I show off a few around ideas that could be implement for the 

rudiment?  What I ended up demonstrating is a basic premise for any around you can do on 
quads: you can have your right hand play on one drum and your left hand play another, you 
can scrape one hand (or both) or you can go crazy with around ideas that are only limited by 
your imagination….and chops, because the craziest arounds you can think of are probably 

not possible, so stop writing arounds on finale/sibelious that are physically impossible!

THERE’S AN AROUND FOR THAT 
13,804 views on Instagram (watch HERE)
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So, if 5 tuplets are new to you, here it is in a nutshell (as 
demonstrated in this VIDEO):

So in each of those boxes you are going to plug in one of these:

Isn’t this fun?!

Now, if you should so happen to use the sticking of “rrrll” on each of 
those fives, then you have yourself some egg beaters and you’ll know 

exactly how much space they take up.  Check out the different arounds 
possibilities you can do as featured in the VIDEO:
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The exercise that I demonstrated HERE is seriously one of the first Quad exercises I learned; 
talk about throwing you into the burning flames of “here, figure this one out.”  For a 

beginner this can be pretty tough, but since this exercise is called “slow fast” you can 
literally just keep it slow once you first learn the arounds.  Once you get comfortable, you 
can try going slow for the first rep and then taking it at a faster tempo on the second rep.  
Now, faster is meant to be a subjective term here; you want to go for a sixtuplet speed on 
the faster rep, but if you are not ready, just go a little faster than the first rep (don’t worry 

about specific tempos).  Going fast across the drums in this matter can get you familiar with 
the drums real quick, so give this a go! Wheeeee…this is what Quad Drumming is all about!

START SLOW, THEN SUDDENLY GO FAST 
12,032 views on Instagram (watch HERE)
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Please keep in mind that this for this exercise, the rhythms and meter 
are a loose interpretation.  This exercise is meant to train quad 

players to play together, work on their speed around the drums and 
get familiar with where the drums actually are. So as demonstrated in 
the video, the “slow” portion is going to be a 16th note feel and the 

“fast” portion, should be a sextuplet feel:

Here is the actual around in music notation form and yea, don’t ask me 
why it’s this many notes and why it’s 13/8 because I honestly don’t 

know:

So play the first rep “slow” and then the second rep should be “fast;”  
repeat without a tap off in between.  When played with other tenor 

players, the key is to listen to each other, learn each other’s 
tendencies and play together using the 16th note and sextuplet 

meter as a guide.

Warning! This is an extremely old school exercise.  
New school ideology may not jive with this so 

please be careful with its use!



I learned Fivelets once I was a senior in high school.  By the time I marched independent 
groups, I learned 4 different around variations for the same Fivelet split.  In this Video HERE, 

I teach the very first around I learned and one of the variations that I used for a COLLAB 
VIDEO I did.  I think it’s appropriate that this is the last thing you should learn from this 

handout because…yea, it’s pretty hard.  But just like anything else: try it slow, get 
comfortable with it and then slowly try to ramp up the speed.  Just remember that when you 

go faster, you gotta keep your grip nice and loose and you gotta have a hit and run 
mentality (hit the drum then leave for the next drum immediately).  If you do that, you’ll be a 

Gangster at quad drumming! You got it homeboys and homegirls!

TAKE 5 BUT YOU’LL BE TIRED RIGHT AFTER 
15,798 views on Instagram (watch HERE)
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Ok this is a fun one.  So going back to the “There’s an around for 
that” portion, remember how you can fit 5s in the space of  3 eight 

notes? In this case you are going to play them, back to back, to back 
to back!  So check out the rhythm below and place a 5let in each 

box:

So use the above as a check, and then try plugging in the fives on the 
second rep to get the feel for how the fives fit within the phrase.

Ok now, are you ready for the actual arounds?  Are you sure?! Ok 
well here you go!

If you are having a hard time, slow it down: You 
can literally do anything if you play it slow 

enough…except maybe doing a 360 tomahawk 
slam dunk…yea, probably not…



Alright guys! I seriously hope you learned a lot 
from downloading this PDF! Since this is a free 

product, please feel free to share with your 
friends, other aspiring quad drummers, other 

drummers who want to learn more about quad 
drumming, your Band director and/or you Cat.  At 
the same time, I also hope you got a laugh in here 
as well as my general teaching style is to educate 
AND entertain!  If you want to receive more of my 
teachings, you can get a lot by following my social 
media, so please go follow, like and subscribe to 

my other platforms if you haven’t already:

YouTube  
Instagram  

Twitter  
Facebook  
Snapchat  
Periscope  

My Website: https://www.karldrumtech.com/

Thanks again!  I’ll see you guys again soon :)
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